Request a JSTOR Forum account

If Your Repository Already Exists in JSTOR Forum

If your repository is already represented in JSTOR Forum, complete the steps below to gain access to the system.

Login Account Guidelines

All accounts in JSTOR Forum must be associated with a validly affiliated individual. No "generic" accounts can be created for use by multiple users (such as student workers).

Begin by first creating an Artstor account.

2. Login with your Harvard key, you will be brought to the Artstor homepage
3. In the upper right corner, click on "Register"
4. Fill in the form and click "Submit"
5. Once you have created an Artstor account, notify your JSTOR Forum liaison.
6. The JSTOR Forum liaison will contact a member of the JSTOR Forum Cataloging Working Group who will give you access to JSTOR Forum production and Demo sites.